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ABSTRACT
Thermal measurement and modeling of multi-die packages with vertical (stacked) and lateral arrangement became a hot topic recently in different fields like RAM
chip packaging or LEDs and LED assemblies. In our
present study we present results for a more complex
structure: an opto-coupler device with 4 chips in a combined lateral and vertical arrangement. The paper gives an
overview of measurement and modeling techniques and
results for stacked and MCM structures. It describes actual measurement results along with our structure function based methodology which helps validating the detailed model of the package being studied. For stack-die
packages we suggest an extension of the DELPHI model
topology. Also, we show how one can derive junction-topin thermal resistances with a technique using structure
functions.
1. INTRODUCTION
Thermal measurement and modeling of multi-die packages became a hot topic in recent years. A detailed, comprehensive overview has been given recently [1] where
different measurement and modeling techniques have
been referred to. Nowadays, besides IR techniques (e.g.
[2]) the mainstream characterization technique seems to
be the JEDEC JESD51-1 based electrical test method [3],
yielding either thermal resistance values only (static characterization – see e.g. [4], [5]) or providing the dynamic
description of the packaged multi-die system by means of
thermal impedances in various forms (full set of real
heating or cooling curves, complex loci – see e.g. [6] or
structure functions as presented in [7]).
In many cases thermal transient measurements are
used to derive steady-state metrics for multi-die systems
[7], [8] but there is no agreement yet on what these metrics should be. One approach is to try to derive a single
Rth value to represent and model a multi die package [2],
[4]. A next step in representing multi die packages is to
use multiple thermal resistances [5], [7]. A recent tendency is to measure the temperature change on all chips in
the package and to report the results of all these measurements. In what format and with what content this
reporting should be done, is still open to discussion [9],
but measuring and reporting a full thermal resistance matrix [7], [8] or thermal impedance matrix [6], [10] seems

to gain wider acceptance among different thermal research teams. The attempts to create thermal models out
of measurement results include resistor networks with a
few elements only [5], [7] or providing the network representation of the complete thermal resistance matrix [8]
or providing all the elements of the thermal impedance
matrix by means of time-domain or frequency-domain
functions [6], [10] or even by means of a dynamic compact model derived from structure functions [10].
In section 2 we provide an overview of thermal transient measurement based characterization through a few
typical examples. In section 3 we introduce our recent
results in modeling of single and multi die packages with
a special emphasis on structure function based detailed
model verification. Section 4 presents two case studies: a
through the example of a two-die stack we suggest extensions of the DELPHI model topology and we present test
results of an opto-coupler device including four chips
both in lateral and vertical arrangement. Through this
case study we also present our technique to obtain junction-to-pin thermal resistance values from structure functions.
2. OVERVIEW OF CHARACTERIZATION OF
TYPICAL MULTI DIE PACKAGES
Typical multi die packages contain dies either in a vertical (stacked) arrangement or in a lateral arrangement.
As the silicon technology continues to obey Moore’s
law – according to which, the number of IC elements on a
unit silicon area doubles every 18-24 months – layering
the silicon chips on top of each other within a package
multiplies the increase originated by shrinking transistor
size, by the number of layered dice. 3D stacked die packages are especially common today in RAM packaging
and in hand-held devices, especially in cell phones and
digital cameras, which require fast turnaround, very high
level of integration and low cost that is characteristic in
general for System-in-Package (SiP) solutions. Another
typical application is integrating chips realized by different technologies into a single package.
In our first example we present a stacked arrangement. A 144LQFP package containing two test dies
(cross-sectional view in Figure 1) has been characterized
both in JEDEC standard still-air environment and in a
cold-plate setup [10]. In each test environment thermal
transient measurements have been carried out. A power

step has been applied on the top, and later, on the bottom
die in a sequential manner and the transient responses
were captured in each case on both dies. This way, for
each test environment we obtained all the elements of the
package's thermal impedance matrix: two driving-point
impedances (heating and measurement at the same location) and two transfer impedances (heating the top die
and capturing the temperature on the bottom die and vice
versa).

Figure 3 shows the frequency-domain representation
of the impedance matrix of the 144LQFP package. Again,
the asymmetry can be observed. This asymmetry in the
impedance matrix means non-reciprocal behavior which,
when a compact model is to be constructed, has to be
accounted for.
As a next example, we show a lateral arrangement of
four power DMOS switches in a P-TO263-15-1 package.
The center chip contains two switches, two other chips on
separate tabs have single switches [6].

Figure 1: Two test dies stacked in a 144 LQFP package.

Figure 3: Frequency-domain representation of the thermal impedance matrix of the stacked die package

This package (Figure 4) has also been characterized
with thermal transient measurements: all elements of its
thermal impedance matrix have been measured, both in a
still-air and in a cold-plate setup.

Figure 2: The thermal impedance matrix of the stacked die package of Figure 1. Matrix elements are represented
by time-domain transient impedance (Zth) curves.

Figure 2 presents the measurement results for a coldplate environment. As one can see, the Zth thermal impedance matrix of the package shows asymmetry. Z12 and Z21
elements of the matrix (thermal transfer impedances between the top and bottom dies) differ in the small timeconstant range suggesting, that the top-to-bottom and
bottom-to-top heat transfer differ, due to the different size
of the dies.
As an alternate representation, the alk(t) time-domain
response of the l-th die when a unit power step is applied
at die k can be transformed into the frequency-domain:

Z lk (ω ) =

∞

1
alk (t )e − jϖt dt .
∫
p0

(1)

Figure 4: P-TO263-15-1 package , internal leadframes, footprint
and tab numbering (H1, H2, H3).

Measuring the package in still-air setup we got the
frequency-domain representation of the impedance matrix
plotted in Figure 5. Driving the larger chip on the H2
center tab the self-impedance (Z22) is lower than when
driving the smaller chip (Z11). Again, the off-diagonal
elements show non-reciprocal behavior, Z12 ≠ Z21.
In general, one can say, that in a given test environment a multi die package (having any kind of arrangement) is totally represented by its full thermal impedance
matrix in the form shown by Eq. 2. Here Zlk off-diagonal

elements represent thermal transfer impedances between
junctions l and k, Zii describes the self-impedance or driving point impedance at the junction of the i-th die.
The impedance matrix elements can be described either by time-domain functions (impedance curves) or by
frequency-domain functions (e.g. by complex loci) or by
network models of the impedances. Multiplying this matrix with the vector of any combination of pi powers applied at the chips, one can obtain the corresponding vector of theτi temperature responses at all dies.

(2)

Note, that the above impedance matrix reduces to a
thermal resistance matrix if the steady-state values of the
time-domain impedances (t=∞) or if the 0 Hz value of the
frequency-domain impedance values are considered. Such
an Rth matrix is presented for multi-die LED assembly in
[8] where asymmetry of the off-diagonal elements of the
matrix has also been reported.

standards [3]. In this way the thermal impedance matrix
concept is a natural, unambiguous extension of the
JEDEC JESD51-1 concept of a single junction-toambient resistance for multi die packages. It describes
steady-state properties and dynamic behavior of a multi
die package.
3. MODELING ISSUES
3.1. Compact modeling
As mentioned in the introduction, there have been several
attempts to develop compact models of multi die packages. Many teams have aimed to create steady-state models by means of a single or just a few thermal resistances
[2], [4], [5], [7] or by means of a complete thermal resistance matrix [8]. Our team has focused its efforts on developing general models. In one approach to modeling
multi die packages, the matrix representation of the package is used with the aim of developing compact models
which also exhibit the reported non-reciprocal behavior.
Such a model is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Non-reciprocal steady-state compact model of a two-die
package.

Figure 5: Comparison of complex loci in still-air setup.
Curves Z11, Z12 measured with junction on H1 driven,
Z22, Z21 measured with junction on H2 driven.

With N chips in a package, there are N2 thermal impedances present. N driving point impedances describe
the heat-removal properties from the junction on a die
towards the ambient. For every die there are N-1 other
impedances that describe the properties of heat transfer
from the driven die to any other die in the package.
The matrix elements can be identified by N thermal
transient measurements. In measurement i, the i-th die is
excited (a power step is applied to it) and the temperature
responses on all dies are measured and recorded. The
measurements can be carried out in standard test environments as prescribed by the JEDEC JESD51 series of

Figure 7: A dynamic compact model of stacked die package.

The resistor values are to be taken from the thermal
resistance matrix of the package: R11 and R22 (elements of
the main diagonal) describe the self-heating when die 1
and die 2 are heated, respectively. Resistors R12 and R21
describe the coupling between the two dies. The temperature controlled heat-flux generators (framed in the figure)
ensure that either R12 or R21 is effective, depending at
which die heating is applied, allowing the entire model to
reflect the non-reciprocity (asymmetry) shown by the
measurement results (see previous section).

If dynamic behavior is to be considered the element
values of the impedance matrix need to be represented by
a proper approximation (e.g. with more RC elements) and
should be used in the model shown in Figure 6.
Another compact modeling approach tries to derive
dynamic compact models from measurement results using
structure functions. Such a model for a stacked die package is shown in Figure 7. Element values for this model
can be obtained from a step-wise approximation of the
cumulative structure function corresponding to the driving point thermal impedance measured at the top die [1],
[10].
Boundary condition independent compact models (either steady-state or dynamic) have not been widely reported for multi die packages. At present our team carries
out research in this direction. Our approach tries to extend
the DELPHI methodology [11], [12] in two directions.
One goal is to properly account for multiple dies and the
possibly asymmetrical couplings among them. Another
goal is to create dynamic models.
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Figure 8: Suggested flow of validation of detailed models with the
help of structure functions.

3.2. Structure functions for validation of detailed
models
In the DELPHI methodology and its extension to single
die transient package models creation of boundary condition independent compact models is based on validated
detailed models. For this purpose thermal measurements
are carried out in four different dual cold plate setups [13]
and results are compared against simulation results. Now,
instead of comparing the raw transient curves themselves
we suggest using structure functions for model validation.
The reason behind this is that if a detailed model properly
describes physical reality, the structure functions derived
from simulated transient responses should show exactly
the same features as the structure functions derived from

the thermal transient measurements of the real physical
package. The suggested flow of model validation is
shown in Figure 8.
This model validation method is of special interest if
the detailed model is to be used for generating dynamic
compact models since here the distribution of thermal
capacitances and thermal resistances along a given major
heat-flow path is essential.
In case of modeling multi-die packages, especially
with stacked structures, the proper modeling of the internal parts of the package is important. For a stacked die
arrangement, the chip-to-chip couplings have to be properly described, for which we should fine tune the detailed
models of the various chips and die attach layers. With
the help of the structure functions one should be able to
differentiate between the dies and optimize the model of
the die attach layers.
4. CASE STUDIES
4.1. Testing a two die stack in different test environments
To go forward towards creating compact thermal model
of our simple stacked die package example (Figure 1), we
carried out measurements of thermal impedance matrices
for all dual cold-plate (DCP) setups used in the DELPHI
methodology. From the driving-point impedances structure functions have been created, also for modeling purposes. The scheme of the applied test setups is shown in
Figure 8. When pedestals are inserted between the package top or bottom surface and the cold-plate, extra thermal resistance is introduced in the junction-to-ambient
heat-flow path. In order to be able to distinguish between
partial thermal resistances of the heat-flow path inside
and outside the package, the principle of the double interface method [6] was applied: a thin thermal insulator (in
our case: mylar) layer was inserted between the package
surface and the pedestal. Figure 9 shows the original and
the modified DCP1 setup for our stacked die package
example. Figure 10 presents the measurement results for
both DCP1 setups case when the top die was heated. The
structure functions diverge where the structure was
changed, that is, at the bottom surface of the package.
From Figure 10 we can read, that the mylar layer introduced an additional 10 K/W to the RthJA value of the
setup and the we can also see, that the thermal resistance
realized by the pedestal was about 5 K/W. In Figure 11
these results are compared with the results obtained when
the bottom die was heated. In these plots too, we can see
the thermal resistance of the pedestal and we can also
identify the thermal capacitances of the leadframe and the
chips. In Figure 12 and in Figure 13 different DCP measurement results are compared when the top die and the
bottom die were heated (without the mylar sheet). It is

interesting to note in these figures, that the internal details
of the stack shown by these structure functions are independent of the actual set of boundary conditions realized
by the DCP setups. This suggests that in this particular
package example the heat generated by the dies leaves the
package through the leadframe and the leads.
Based on these structure functions, one can create a
compact thermal model for the stack of the dies [10].
Since in our case the thermal capacitance / thermal resistance values related to the internal details of the stacked
die package did not change with the different boundaries,
the thermal resistance values describing the junction-tojunction couplings identified from the structure functions
are directly applicable in creating BCI compact models of
stacked dies in LQFP like packages.
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Figure 11: Structure functions obtained from DCP1 and modified
DCP1 measurement results when the top die is heated and when
the bottom die is heated.
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Figure 9: DCP1 and modified DCP1 setup of the package of Figure
1.

Figure 12: Structure functions obtained from DCP1, 2 & 3 measurement results when the top die is heated.
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Figure 10: Structure functions obtained from DCP1 and modified
DCP1 measurement results for the stacked die package shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 13: Structure functions obtained from DCP1, 2, 3 and DCP4
measurement results when the bottom die is heated.

4.2. Extension of the DELPHI topology to stacked die
packages
When creating a DELPHI like model for stacked die
packages, the single junction node of the original
DELPHI model has to be split and – for steady-state – a
resistive network needs to be inserted which accounts for
the individual junction nodes (corresponding to each die
in the stack) and describes the coupling among them.
Figure 14 shows the model topology we suggest. For example the value R12 indicated in the figure describes the
thermal resistance between the junction of die 1 and the
junction of die 2. This value can be read from the structure functions as shown e.g. in Figure 12 for the case of
the two die stack of Figure 1 (about 3.6 K/W). For dynamic models thermal capacitance values of the chips can
also be identified from structure functions (see also [10]).

Figure 14: Suggested model topology for DELPHI style BCI compact model for stacked die packages.

The non-reciprocal behavior of the chosen stacked die
example was already demonstrated by Figure 2 (for timedomain) and by Figure 3 (for frequency-domain). To account for this in the DELPHI topology, the appropriate
network models need to be combined. That is, we suggest
to insert a non-reciprocal model of the stack into the
DELPHI model of the package. Restricting our discussion
to the simple two-die example and steady-state case, this
means that a model like shown in Figure 6 is to be inserted. The resulting topology of a non-reciprocal
DELPHI-like model of a 2-die stack is shown in Figure
17.
The non-reciprocal network inserted into the original
DELPHI model resembles the boundary condition dependent model of Figure 6. Now, in the BCI (boundary condition independent) case the driving point resistances at
the junctions of the individual dies (R11 and R22 in Figure

6) are replaced by the original DELPHI model itself. The
strength of the coupling between the two dies (top and
bottom dies) is described by R*12 and R*21 in the DELPHI
style non-reciprocal stacked die package model. While in
the boundary condition dependent case the element values
(denoted by R12 and R21 in Figure 6) were the off diagonal elements of the thermal resistance matrix of the package, in the BCI case these are values provided by the
model optimizer algorithm. This is denoted by using the *
superscript.

Figure 15: Model topology for DELPHI style BCI compact model
for stacked die packages accounting for non-reciprocal coupling
among dies.

4.3. An opto-coupler device in a plastic DIL package
In this second study we present thermal transient measurement and simulation results of dual opto-coupler devices. The plastic DIL package contained four chips in a
non-standard configuration used by one of our industrial
clients. A single opto-coupler had its two chips in a vertical arrangement: there was an IR LED (emitter) on the
top and a photo-transistor (detector) underneath. The
package had two leadframes: one containing the emitter
chips, another the detector chips in a lateral arrangement.
We had two versions of the opto-coupler: with a low
power detector and with a detector having a power output
stage. The general geometry of the studied devices is
shown in Figure 16. We had our samples attached to
JEDEC standard thermal test boards with low and high

thermal conductivity which were measured in a JEDEC
standard 1 ft3 still-air chamber and we measured a few
samples also in a cold plate environment. The goal of this
case study is to present characterization techniques rather
than describing how to optimize the package design.

• the transfer conductances between the various chips
inside the packages,
• and the validated model of the packages,
all from thermal transient measurements using structure
functions. The term “junction-to-case” here denotes simply the partial thermal resistance between the junction and
the bottom of the package, which has actually no “case”,
i.e. exposed tab. We introduced this measurement only to
increase the number of boundaries for modeling.

Figure 17: Measured thermal impedances with detector driven in
“low power” samples. Still-air environment, low conductance
(LCB) and high conductance (HCB) board.

Figure 16: A dual opto-coupler devices in a plastic DIL package
containing four chips: cross-sectional view of the package and 3D
axonometric view of the detailed CAD model

4.4. Test results
In our study we were interested in the driving point impedances of the emitter and detector chips as well as in
the emitter-detector, emitter-emitter and detector-detector
thermal couplings. We derived JEDEC standard thermal
metrics from structure functions which were obtained by
thermal transient test using the T3Ster equipment. (Since
we could not open the plastic DIL packages, we had no
means of identifying the radiated power of the emitter
LEDs, so the total supplied electrical power of the emitters was considered as heating power.) First we validated
the detailed model of the package using the FLOTHERM
program and using cold plate measurements. In a next
step this validated model was attached to the model of the
still-air environment. In this way we were able to derive:
• junction-to-ambient thermal resistance values for the
emitter and detector chips,
• junction-to-case and
• junction-to-pin (junction-to-lead) thermal resistance
values for both types of chips,

Figure 18: Cumulative structure functions of driving point thermal
impedances in the same arrangement.

In Figure 17 we present some measurement results for
the first type with low power detector, Figure 18 shows
structure functions. In this figure the straight thick lines
added to the plot correspond to the radial heat-spreading
in the test boards. So, as suggested already by Zth curves
one can distinguish the heat-flow inside the package and
in the test environment. It is worth noting that all structure functions coincide in the regions describing the heatflow in the package and pins, whatever test board is used.

Note also that the test environment represents a considerable part of the total junction-to-ambient thermal resistance, in case of the low conductivity board this is almost
50%.

inserted between the package and the cold plate. The resulting structure functions are shown in Figure 19.
The junction-to-pin thermal resistance values were
identified using a similar method:
• The samples were measured in a JEDEC standard
still-air environment,
• The measurements were repeated with an extra thermal mass attached to the pins. Structure functions
were derived from both sets of thermal transient
curves.
• As the structural change occurred at the pins, thus the
location where deviation is observed in the structure
functions gives the value of the junction-to-pin thermal resistance (Figure 20).
5. CONCLUSIONS

Figure 19: Identification of RthJC values for the second series of
devices (RthJC for the detector chip).

Figure 20: Cold-plate setups for the identification of the RthJP value
for the “high power” type of devices (RthJP for the detector chip)

4.5. Steady-state thermal metrics
JEDEC type steady-state thermal metrics have been identified both from the physical test results and from the simulation of the validated detailed models. The junctionto-ambient thermal resistance values are read directly
from the structure functions: the location of the singularity provides the RthJA value for any test environment. For
the identification of junction-to-case thermal resistance
values the so-called dual interface method was used [6].
Here two measurements were carried out; one with the
“case” surface of the package in a direct contact with a
cold plate and a second with a thermal insulator layer

In this paper we gave an overview on measurement and
modeling of multi die packages. Packages with both vertical and lateral chip arrangements have been discussed.
Several measurement examples have demonstrated
that coupling between different chips in multi-die packages may show asymmetry, which has also been reported
by other research teams. This asymmetry necessitates the
use of network elements which have been unusual in
compact thermal models. Temperature controlled heatflux generators can be used to properly model the nonreciprocal behavior observed in measurements.
The use of thermal resistance matrices (steady-state
description) or thermal impedance matrices (dynamic
case) provides an unambiguous extension of usual singledie thermal metrics to multi-die packages.
When simulation of the detailed model does not fit
measurements in the physical structure then structure
functions help identify parts where deviation occurs. This
validation of detailed models is of primary importance for
stacked die packages.
As an extension of our earlier suggestion of structure
function-based stacked die package modeling we suggested an extension of the DELPHI model topology to
include a compact model of the stack. A second extension
of the DELPHI model topology has also been suggested
which allows accounting for any possible asymmetry of
thermal couplings among different dies in a stacked die
package.
Finally we presented a case study with four dies both
in a vertical and lateral arrangement. The elements of the
thermal impedance matrix of that package were identified
in the form of thermal impedance curves for different
types of test environments. Structure function based methods were used to obtain some steady-state thermal metrics of the package: the modification of the dual interface
method was suggested to derive junction-to-pin thermal
resistances. Validated by test results, the detailed model
of the package has been also used to derive thermal metrics in other standard test environments.
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